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VOTE FOR THE

IT IS YOUR PRIVILEGE

MAN OF YOUR CHOICE

BUT VOTE

YOUR DUTY
TO CAST A BALLOT

VOLUME 54

JWINTER PARK. FLORIDA. THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 1950

NUMBER 19

Gala Torchlight Parade To Highlight Fiesta
MEMORIES

Wagner States
New Policy;
Football Out

Counci[ Pushes l^i^sta Queen To Be Crowned;
Plans For Fiesta; 3000 Attendance Goal Aim

By FRANK HORCH
In a special two-hour assembly
called last week, President Wagnar officially ended football at
Rollins, giving financial necessity
as the reason. The end came as
no surprise to the over-flow crowd
of students in the Annie Russell
Theatre, who had been hearing
rumors for weeks..
Using slides and placards, President Wagner pointed o u t that
RoUins could not continue to a b sorb the annual deficit resulting
from footbaU, which amounted to
$57,000 last year, and remain fin
ancially sound.
This expense
plus the fact that the coUege is
starting to fund the debt it incurred during the war-time years,
left the Board of Trustees with
no alternative, and they voted
unanimously to discontinue t h e
sport.

Tar Debaters RoiunsGrad Rich To Tour
m. t I T'li
in Brilliant

Defend Titles Piano
At Home, Away

Recital

BENEFIT PERFORMER

Middlewest
And Northeast

llAVIQ XtlJinC W h i n
"Everyone who atcnds the play will be given free vegetables
I / U I I O U l i a U O I I I I I U to throw at the villain," asserted Dick Vreeland while discussing
I plans for the Fiesta to be held April 22nd
By DEREK DUNN-RANKIN '
VrEeland, who heads the Fiesta committee, was referring to the
Using a pack ot Chesterfield'. melodrama which will have six exciting performances in the Sandcigarettes for a gavel, Hugh I spur bowl. The horse opera, He Ain't Done Right By Nell, will give
Davis called to order, last Mon- the audience a chance to hiss the villain and cheer the hero tq its
day, what was to be one of the hearts' content.
year's longest and talkingest.
This is just one cf the events scheduled for the Fiesta weekend
Council meetings. The year's big- j wilh such other attractions on the bill as: a contest for Fiesta beauty
gest project, the Rollins Fiesta,: queen, a gala torch-iight parade the night before the Fiesta Saturday.
got the most attention but a plan two dances, and a midway in the Sandspur bowl.
of the Independent Men to sponcampus who wish to participate in fun
sor an interfraternity Amateur •ill have
opportunity to do by sponsoring a midway booth.
Nigh' r.'so .-ame under di;
"^Vreeland is in charge of assigning
NO OV.^ SAID WHY
KICKED UPSTAIRS
places in the midway and giving
the final O.K. on all concessions.
Al the previous week's meetThe Fiesta which has as lis
ing, t h e Council had voted in
goal an attendance of at least
favcr of sponsoring the Fiesta and
3,000 people is for the first lime
had approved the appointment of
sponsored by the Student Council.
Dick Vreeland as committee head.
The exact way in which t h e
After spirited debate the Council
money is to be spent has yel lo be
approved an optional percentage
decided. Last year the Women'i
of net profits be allowed each
Association gave the money to the
group of ten percent. A motion to
college endowment fund.
publish the names cf those who
did not volunteer al' Iheir profits
to the general Fiesta fund failed.
The Fiesta had passed on a nine
to one vote.
When Jhe cne
descending member was asked
why her group was not in favor
of the Fiesta she said. "No one
said WHY Ihey were opposed."
WHITE ELEPHANT

Under the general chairmanship
of Dick Vreeland the overall plan
is being directed by Secretary P a t
Burgoon and committee heads,
Val Stacy who is in charge of the
Center dance, Dave Manley and
Ken Horton, in charge of t h e
parade; Dan Sladden, show director. Ewing McAlIester heads the
committee to pick t h e Fiesta
Queen, and Dan Bradley will act
as advertising manager in solicit.ng advertising for the journal.

Dr. Wagner was quick to announce, however, that football
scholarship students will be re"On thii
down"
'.aincd until they graduate or drop
By SKOOK BAILEY
By SUE VAN HOOSE
said Fiesta Head Dick V. eeland,
out of college. Eighteen of this
Rollins debaters wiU defend
Answering prospective Rollins when called upon to del:
number are seniors, and so h etheir titles at home and abroad
students' questions such as, "Can committee report, "Last year's
The two dances will be held
held a special meeting of the team
H. A. TOLEFSON
you really major in tennis at Rol- money maker was a white elesimultaneously with a popular
an hour before the assembly and next week. A negative team dephant sale which the Women's
band holding forth in the Center
offered them the opportunity to bating Princeton here next Monlins?", or "Doesn't RoUins have
Association does not have time to
and the Rec Hall playing host to
play out the 1950 schedule. They day in the Dyer Memorial, while
exams?", is all part of Jack Rich's sponsor this year." Vreeland's
square dance enthusiasts.
voted against it.
three other teams will journey to
job as Director of Admissions. In plan was to substitute an adverNot only will the carnival be
It was made clear, however, Birmingham, Alabama to compete
order to clarify impressions of tising journal whi- h ho hoped
supported by the college students
that the discontinuation of foot- in the Southeastern Debate Conmight
make
a
thousand
or
fifteen
Rollins and interview students
by the Women's Association will
President
Paul
Wagner
anball did not mean the end of other ference.
hundred dollars. Vreeland asked
sponsor a thieves market and a
who have applied to Rollins for
sports at Rollins. President Wagapproval for pay- nounced the appointment of H. A.
The debaters who will remain
next fall, as well as those who ments of 10% to advertising soli- Tolef:on as his executive assistant continuous bridge game Saturday
ner stated that other sports such here for the Princeton debate are
afternoon.
have expressed a desire to do so, citors and 5% for the advertising at a special faculty and staff meetas basketball, baseball, crew, ten- Dan Eastwood, Jr., and Bob Hardnis and golf would be stressed ing, with Alex Gregory acting as
He gained the Coun- ing held last Tuesday, March 21.
Mr. Rich is leaving Winter Park
For
the
hard-working
and
conscisince they cost only a fraction of chairman. The topic of the debate
on April 4 for an extensive tour cil's tacit consent on this point.
entious Tolefson this designated a
what it takes to play football.
TOO BIG?
is resolved: "That the United
of the Middle West.
kick upstairs.
In giving a complete financial States Should Nationalize All
Vr«eland wenl on to list olher
His first stop will be Columbus,
Tolefson's a p One of the less-known groups
picture of Rollins, President Wag- Basic Non-Agricultural
Indus,_,, .
,
-^
,
. -x- I activities for which plans are al- In announcing
„
d e n t Wagner meeting on campus is the Auduner started by saying, "The his- tries." The Princeton team will
Ohio, where after a day visiting I ^^^^ underway: a torch light Po^ntment P
that it was a physical im- bon Society. This unit, composed
tory of RoUins can be summed i debate the affirmative, while the SYLVIA HECHT HAIMOWITZ the private and public schools, he parade through Orlando on Fri- stated
" " ' " ' ' *"•"' '
possibility for him to perform all at present mainly of members of
up in four words—constant lack j Rollins team will debate the negawill go to Dayton and Cincinnati., day night the 21st; a Fiesta Queen
By NAN VAN ZILE
the duties expected of him.
the Ornithology 365 class, meet
of funds." He pointed out that \ tive. All students and faculty are ;
Sylvia Hecht Haimowitz, dis- Leaving Ohio he will take in Indi- ' contest, two dances, an old fashonce a week on the third floor in
our endowment is small—one invited to attend the debate on
Tolefson came to RoUins
ana and[ lUinois.
111II1U15. After
. f i l l e r an
a n extendt A t e n u - \i ^^^^^
" melodrama, publicily,
*" " "
- - both , rn^. , leaving
i
•
..•
I
tinguished
young
pianist,
a
p
a position
of Chief'•Pinehurst. Mr. Ferrar, secretary
million dollars—and the income Monday, AprU 3, at 7:30 p.m. in
, ^
. ,^ ^ ^ .
^
radio and
and newspaper;
newspaper; a
a midway
radio
midway 1946, leaving a positio
peared
last
evening
in
a
special
from this must now pay the fund- Dyer Memorial.
d stay m the Chicago area, from, .^j^ ^^^^^^ sponsored by the Circulation Librarian at the Uni- of the Florida Audubon Society.
recital for the benefit of the Rolis in charge of the campus activiing of the war-time debt. O u r
versity of Michigan General LiPacking up their bags and hop- lins College Building Fund for the /hich a great number of applica- ! campus groups, A l Ihis point brary.
ties of this group. Miss Shor contuition will not be raised. T h e
While at Michigan he :
tions have been received.
Carolyn Alfred voiced Ihe opinion
ducts the Ornithology 365 course.
only other source of income is ing for the debate winnings; three Con-ervatory of Music. Spon- Rich will travel up to Racine and j that
ed
his
A.B.
with
apparently
majo
many
donations, which will be down teams will leave this Sunday for sored by the Xi Chapter of P i
"I think its getting too French and Italian. In 1940 he The society would make it clear
"^^".^^'
this year. But costs are up 77% Birmingham, Alabama to debate Kappa Lambda, t h e talented Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The next big,"
; received his A.M. degree. He re- that it is not necessary to be a
she said.
since 1939, while tuition costs the question, resolved: "The alumni presented a brilliant per- large city on his list is Detroit,
!
mained
at
the
University
of Wis member of the Ornithology class
GENERAL HESITANCY
have gone down 1 1 % . Professors Basic American Philosophy of the formance of her chosen program. Michigan, where there seems to
The general hesitancy of the i ^^"^^^ ^ " 4 ^^^^^t French for one to become active in this organizaSylvia
Hecht
(Haimowitz),
tion. Anyone interested in birds
are hired on tenure, so they can- Concept of States Rights is Outbe a great deal of interest in Rol- Council to back Vreeland's enthu 'I ^^^^
year ^^^^^ ^^ continued his
or soil conservation is invited to
not be fired to ease expenses, and moded." The Senior men's team class of 1942, achieved national lins.
I pursuit of a Ph. D.
siasm was taken to task by Presi- stud.
From Wisconsin, Tolefson ac-[Join- "^^e society takes a field
'heir salaries will not be lowered. ccnrists of Arby Arbogast and recognition of her talent while
dent
Davis,
"Last
week
you
voted
After visiting several cities in
cepted a job with the University ' ^^ip every two weeks which is
Students may be put in Pinehurst Bill Schafer; the women's Senior still in college when she w a s
for this," he said, "if it fails now
and music fees raised. But this team consists of Mary DeLano given highest rating in the young Michigan, Mr. Rich will return to it will not be Dick's fault. I don't f Michigan Library while he con- ' open to all members.
Maude Trismen and on the artist division of t h e National Toledo, Ohio, where he will visit
Max Grulke is the present prewant to see t h e thing coming inued his studies, this time gain- I
is not enough. Something has to i JunioVteam: Derek D
Rankin, Federation of Music Clubs audi- |
siding officer of the group. Anywith students who have applied down on my shoulders . . . sup- ig an A.B.L.S. degree.
go if the coUege is to stay within and Hal Suit.
Dr. WiUiam tions held in California. She was to Rollins as a result of his work I posedly you are t h e leaders, I, ,.,
,
, ^ the i one wishing further information
In additon
to „his„.work^ in
its budget.
Whitaker, director of the speech a pupil of Dr. Helen Moore and i
on the activities of this group, or
J ,.
,
-^
f* u A
• library, here at RoUins, Tolef;
ident Wagner then stated activities, better known as "Uncle while a Junior at Rollins was; in that area in February. From d o n t see why it c a n t be done | ,
,been
•'' active in campus activi- is interested in joining, may gain
simply: "Four
coUeges have j ^ u i y - to the debate team will ac- asked, in recognition of her out- i Ohio Mr. Rich will travel across with a little pushing." Ken Horties and has contributed articles this information by dropping a
tsanding ability, to appear on the upper New York to spend the sec- ton, Hank Gooch, and Pete Fay
dropped football this week. Rol-, company the team.
to professional library journals. ^ line to Bobby Riggs, secretary of
the society. Box 409, RoUins Collins is the fifth to do so."
| interpretative reading contest- Animated Magazine in 1941. F o i - | ond week of May visiting schools each expressed the belief that it
lowing graduation. Miss Haimo-' in the Hudson Valley, and in the could be done. "It looks big,"
'•• ants will be Cynthia Crawford
witz won the additional distinc-: vicinity of New York City. His said Gooch, "but until you t r y
j and Betty Garret, who are majorsomething
you
don't
know
what
Theotre Time-Table ' ing in theatre arts and will repre- tion of being one of t h e fewsix week's trip will end in Concan be done."
scholarship students of Isidor ^
necticut where he will revisit the AMATEUR NIGHT TROPHY
COLONY—Thurs. t h r u S a t . . ''Hastv I sent our theatre department.
William R. Smythe, Jr., Rollins
PhiUip in New York, and in 1944 I
Heart." 2:00, 3:59. 5:58, 7:57. 9:56.
The debaters will participate in was appointed to the faculty of i various schools from which our
Sun.
thru
Tues..
"Twelve •
enior and candidate for
The Independent's Dan Bradley | CoUegi
O'C'.ock High," 2:00, 4:34, 7:08. ' standard oratory, extemporaneous
mathematics, will pre- j The annual Vocational Exhibit,
the New York College of Music. Admissions Office has received asked Council's permission to
9:42.
speaking and after dinner speaksent his special study topic. The \ sponsored by the Student Deans,
institution granted...ber spe- the greatest number of applica- the Center for three nights
^^ACHAM—Thurs. t h r u Sat., " K e y t o
ing
in
addition
to
their
debating.!
^Yarieave
tions.
the City. 11:00.-1:01. 3:11,.5:21.
which the Indepndents will spon Brachistochrone Problem in the I opened in t h e Sullivan House
order that she might
7:31. 9:41.
all college amafeur nighi. Calculus of Variations, a t the Tuesday morning and will conMr. Rich has already made
Sun.
thru
Tues..
" P e r f e c t The contest will start on Monday ' assist the drive for the new ConS t r a n g e r s . " 1:36. 3:40. 5:44. 7:48. and run through Wednesday. On
plans for the two weeks before I Bradley's proposal -was thai each Southeastern Section meeti.ng of, tinue daily from 10 to 4, through
servatory building at RoUins.
}:52.
commencement when he will have fralernily and sorority enter an ' the Mathematical Association of i April 4. There has been an enThursday, April 6 the three teams
Included
on
Miss
Haimowitz's
"^RAND—Thurs. t h r u Sat.. " T h e N e v a d a n . " 1:09. 2:55. 4:41. 6:27. 8:13, will return to the campus.
program presented Wednesday • returned to Rollins. "During those act, half Ihe a d s lo be presented America in Gainesville on April 7 ! tirely new 1950-51 exhibit preIn the past the team has deght at the Woman's Club to a' two weeks it is my earnest desire | one week and the other half Ihe and 8. George Saute, professor of, pared for your post-graduate and
Sun', t h r u Tues., " B a c k f i e r . "
bated 16 times, won 8 and lost 8, j sponsored
:e and interested to spend as much time as possible ! following week, the third week ; mathematics at Rollins, has been | vocational study. Students a r e
5UU.TO—Thurs.. '"The B l e n d e B a n d i t "
and are very hopeful of returninr music lovers, were the following with our Seniors, all of whom I would have the winners compete selected to preside at the session i urged to avail themselves of this
and " T a r n i s h e d . "
Fri. & Sat.. "Girls School a n d
with a few more wins than losse; numbers; Sonota (Long No. 49) hope will be interested in helping, for a trophy, to be given by the, in which Smythe and three others opportunity,
the Admissions Office direct the I Independents. A dance would j will speak. *
;
'Mary R y a n next week.
by Scarlatti, Italian Concerto by ,
and
"Meeting
Detective
Bach, Variations Serieuses by right kind of students to Rollins.! follow each program. This plan' Son of Mr. and Mrs. W. R.FOREIGN STUBENTS SPEAK
On Thursday, March 30, a t
Mendelssohn, Ballade, Op. No. 38, It is our opinion that this year's was tabled until next week when Smythe of Orlando, he was selectCASA IBERIA MEETS
The Casa Iberia Club, made up I Ncctorne, Op. 72 No. 1, Prelude in graduates with the Rollins experi- definite dates can be announced, ed to appear on the program be- 7:30 p.m. three foreign students
C a t c h e r s " anc
of the Adult Education group of, G. Major, and Etude, Op. 10, No. 8 ence still fresh in their minds can [ Davis will appoint a committee cause of the excellent work he representing Germany, (the Free
" S a n d s of Iwc
Spanish speaking students, is pre- : by Chopin; The Fountain of in the immediate future do the j during the week to make recom-1 had achieved in writing his University of Berlin), England,
s e n t n g a Spanish buffet supper Acqua Paola, Griffes; Klaeido- best job of bringing that group of | mendations as to how the money i thesis. Smythe will be one of the and Sweden, will speak to memstudents who will gain the most I will be spent, that is taken in few honor students included on bers of the International Relations
M e n " a n d " j o e P a l l o k a in the Casa Iberia this Sunday scope by Goosens, and the Mouvefrom Rollins."
i from the Fiesta.
I the program.
Hi
Club a t the Alumni House,
ment Perpetuel by von Weber.
Sun. t h r i

Added Duties
Given Tolefson

Audubon Unit Appeals

^

Smythe Starred

Vocational Exhibit

id

" M a n of T e x a s . '

ROLLINS

EDITORIAL

THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 1950

SANDSPUR

J^tterA to the Cditor

What Would You Have Done?

Torchbearers Light Up
Annie Russell Audience

Dear Sir
Rollins College
There has been a great deal of i Winter Park, Fla.
I knew the late Joe Tinker well. At first thought you would talk following last week's talk in; Ge.otlemen:
find very Uttle in common between Rollins College and Joe T i n k e r - the Annie Russell Theatre by
I was greatly interested in the
By JESS GHEGG
President Wagner. This was inspecial issue of the Sandspur
but please be patient while I tell you a story.
evitable. Most of the discussions
A satire on amateur actors can produced in the name of laughter,
particularly
in
the
Everyone is familiar with Joe Tinker's fame. He was one of I have heard have been critical—•• (^eb. 17)
be a risky business when entrustThe Mrs. Pampinelli of Betty
the now-immortal trio of baseball known as Tinker to Evers to critical as to the presentation and pictures of the 1908 football team
ed to amateur actors. The neces- ' Lou Kepler came close to a Helen
Chance. While still alive, he was nominated for baseball's highest as to the facts brought out. Maybe —forty odd years is a long time
sary perspective is liable to be Hokinson grandeur. Let it be said
honor—Baseball's Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, N. Y. In short, Joe this was inevitable too. However, but I will make a guess at some
missing, the satire becomes real- that she moved well, that her
Tinker lived, slept, ate, thought and talked baseball. It was his life. I am inclined to disagree. And of those names—Fort, left end;
ism and, alas, vice-versa. Merci- I playing did not lack detail, that
Even years after his retirement, Joe Tinker kept his interest in base- here is why:
Jack Baldwin, left tackle; Stoxey
fully, this was avoided in "The : she got most of her laughs. Still,
ball alive by serving as an instructor in the Joe Stripp School of
The subject of President Wag- ?, center; Lucky, right guard; the
Torch-Bearers" which opened at for this critic, at least, the characBaseball, here in Orlando.
ner's talk was "The State of the writer, right tackle; Boyer, quarthe Annie Russell last Tuesday, ter never fully came alive. It was
thanks to some spirited direction | the work of a clever and obedient
One day Joe Tinker contracted blood poisoning in his toe. The CoUege" NOT the state of footbaU ter; Varman, left half—should reJIM
BEDORTHA
at
this
college
as
some
students
member tho^e other boys—Storey
and a few sharp performances. ; actress who has appare.itly never
infection cleared, but weeks later returned to plague him even more.
George Kelly, who wrote this • imagined what it must be like to
Finally gangrene set in. After a consultation of the top medical would have mo believe. As the was hurt pretty badly in our game
By TOM PICKENS
comedy, has never shown much ' be over twenty-one.
men available, it was decided that an amputation was necessary. new head of the college, President with the Jacksonville Light InFor the duration of three beers, interest in plot. The bright sub-; The audience seemed much
It was up to Joe Tinker to decide. Would he be willing to trade Wagner, I think, wanted us to fantry in Jacksonville—and after
a limb to save his life? Could a man who had been so active stand know what his job is and what he the Florida game I remember try- the great man had remained stance of his plays has always pleased with Jack Belt's deliniahas been doing since he assumed ing to remove the sandspurs from silent, staring cynically at the been characterization and a prod- tion of a dazed thespian. Full of
by and have his very heart cut out of him?
his duties this year. Hence, in
ding of the foibles of the middle abortive gestures and gorgeous
Joe Tinker decided on an amputation. It was a bitter pill for my opinion, he was justified in my body for a period of months., gloom-filled cubicle of Robbies
class. Unfortunately, times change, I vocal incompetence, Belt was one
the former big-league star to swallow, but discarding emotion and presenting the background of his Just how we scored that touch-, from nicotine-strained eyeballs.
At last he spoke, and his audience j the extravagances ripe for l a m - ' of the few who fully grasped the
down
on
Florida
is
quite
a
story,
|
trying to think only objectively, he made his decision.
• u
i, J J
T
J •
leaned forward, eagerly waiting [ Pooning yesterday become quai.lt playwright's intention. Rannie
still living and in j
job as he did. In so doing, it is and if Fort
or unimportant today, and the I Walker, who has given many good ,
A few days ago President Wagner and the Board of Trustees ; claimed he won the sympathy of Orlando he might tell you. In
for
the pearls of wisdom to drop satire loses its life. "The Torch- performances, returned to his
were in the same situation. A similar decision had to be made. ; his audience. Maybe he did. If 1948 I attended a reunion of the
Bearers" was written early in the "Type I A," or "Whatever hap- ,
Football, with its high cost, was eating away at the financial founda- j so, accredit him as a clever speak- 1908 champio-iship baseball team from his lips.
to Richard Haydon?" '
"If you're goning to write a pro- twenties. Since it is doubtful how pened
tions of Rollins. It was only a question of time before the patient i er! I believe, rather, t h a t he won at the U. of Ga. (40th) and am
valid the comedy might be out of characterization, now so familiar '
would die. Rollins, the patient was ill. An amputation was the only , ithe
r t hinterest
e ^ d e s i rofl his
a n Yaudience,
T i m ' o'f' which
every : wondering if a reunion of the 1908 file about me( don't say anything context of that era. Director Dor- to audiences at the Annie Russell. '
possible cure—so football had to go.
about
my
drinking.
My
father
' RoUins footbaU team would be -^
sett wisely let it be played as a He was funny, but it was uncrea- '
peaker.
True, the patient may limp a while, but in the long ru
good idea? Anyway, congratula- i * " ' ™t ""^ "^™^t-"
"Okay, I'll say you're abstain-; period piece, reaping additional; tive, surface stuff not worthy of Now as to the facts presented. tions on the fine iiSue of the Sandpatient will be finer and stronger than ever.
B.
ing from abstaining."
j visual humor from the appalling. his promise.
It is claimed they were "padded"
spur and if you can send me three
to show football was a financial
copies it will be appreciated. En"Okay then. I was born in '29 I fashions o fthat feverish age. It
Fred Taylor exacted a good bit
drag on the college. I do not beduring a J a n u a r y thaw. I came as ' is a pity, however, that the play of humor from his brief role, and •
lieve these facts were "padded." closed is $1.00 to cover.
Sincerely,
a
shock
to
my
parents
because
I,
was
not
more
extensively
cut.
with
only half a mustache, too. '
Why?
Because I believe that
had been preceded by three nor- Scmetimes the dialogue became Jim McMenemy, always amusing, '^
President Wagner, or anyone for
HARRY E. HARMAN, Jr.
I'd like to make a campaign promise that I would give you
mai children, and also because my desperately wearisome, and you played the part of a man who got that matter, would never be so
4242 Club Lane, W.
your money's worth with each copy of the Sandspur—but I can't
mother was trying to deflate my can't laugh at a cloche hat for- sick, and, reader, I DID enjoy '
stupid as to jeopardize his posi442 Club Lane, W.
honestly make that statement. True, we will be forced to work within
father's ego by claiming a false
that, every moment of it. I
tion by presenting to the public
Atlanta, Georgia.
a budget, and I intend to do so, but what I hope to offer Rollins and
pregnancy.
Hoover wasn't the
If the play was sometimes dowr mired the work of Marianne ^
unreliable figures which would be
the student body canot be measured in dollars and cents. The values
checked by that public with the Greetings to the Sandspur Staff: only bungler in '29."
at the heels, the cast was alway; Kuhn as a thrilling middle-aged a
of sincerity, courage, loyalty, and experience cannot be summed up
"From the first 1 was a weak on its toes. As an inept Bern flirt, but I do wish someone %
figures in the treasurer's office.
with dollar signs. Let us consider those values one by one.
The very fine issue of Feb. 17,
* And that is precisely what this
infant, and was forced to remain hardt, Cynthia Crawford, gave a would decide t h a t dumping flour t
1950,
came to me this morning
Sincerity: I will make a sincere effort to gather about
critical public can do. However,
in the hospital for six months bright performance. While play- on the hair does not necessarily t
staff capable of putting out the best paper possible. Regardless of | instead, these uninformed peopl- delayed on the desk of the friend
" H I '-'"'^^^ '^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ highly skilled ing straight, she was always suggest hoary locks.
_|
experience, an editor is no better than the weakest member of his I equipped only with opinions, are who sent it to me. I have enjoyed ^ veterinarian. Finally the day ar- charming, though sometimes unCameron MacCardeU bested a ;»
every column and was carried
staff. To accomplish this, positions on the Sandspur Staff will be con- speaking critically of the talk,
d for me to go home. I still, certain in technique. From the thankless role. Peggy Burnett, 3f
back
over
the
years,
to
my
own
T
^
^
;
^
;
^
jy^jj^,
sidered on the basis of ability. This alone will be the determining : Now criticism when construclooking down • moment, however, she u t t e r e d ' looking very handsome, did right iii
factor. Politics will be foi'gotten. Competition makes for a keener i tive has meaning, but criticism "reporting days—very scanty. On at me in my little kennel and say- those memorably awful lines, "Is by her real-life portrayal, though io
page two, the first picture was a
staff, therefore a keener paper.
ing sweetly, "Christ Almighty." my sweetie here?" in the play failing to make it sufficiently dis- -^
just for the sake of criticism is
one. I read the caption Then she covered'my" head'wYth
-the-play, her portrayal as tinctive from her make-believe •.,^
Courage; This trait may cover a broad field, but in regards to : valueless and unjustifiable. You famUiar
"Bill Giddings behind the wheel
the Sandspur I propose that every worthwhile issue receive a ' need facts to back up your argu- Oh no, that's not right, quote I. towel and took me home in a sumed strange and wonderful part. Anne Garretson was cast as —
gnificently decorated garbage dimensions. Seldom have these an English maid. She played an *
thorough coverage in the paper whether that subject b a contro-j ments, not opinions; otherwise I Out came my trusty "magnifier
old ears heard a more hilarious American. Vicki Braun made the
versial one or not. The truth of one's convictions lies in • ie courage ; your arguments have no worth, j glass" BiU Giddings lounges on can.
When I reached home X\ e fun sound than that stilted melody she most of her lines, not one of which
to print what one may honestly believe. When there i: a student i It seems to me if you listened ; the fender, Stanley Mansfield is
to
President
Wagner
as
objective-!
was spoken.
really
began.
People
were
a
Iways
body of over 600 someone is bound to be hurt at some time or other.
next to him, Coach Ev. Royal,
you could, there was only i
3 see the new babv
The production side was rather
That is inevitable. However, if it comes to choosing between hurting • ^^
then Toy Krog and Maynard dropping
inclusion you could reach:
It
I
became
ti
fun.
Wilbur Dorsett's direction
a few or telling the truth, then the truth m'ust be my choice.
^"
Froenke. In the car the girl way , . .
under extant conditions, football;
was fast and neat. Indeed, so
Loyalty: You don't have to be a member of an athletic team , ^'
back IS Irene Sims, next Harriet: " P " ^ " ' °^ "^^"y ,. nderful gifts:
had to go. Regretable agreed; but I
hysterical
a pace did he set in the
bear
or a rabid booster to be loyal to RoUins. The Sandspur could be used j ^^
Mansfield.
Far over is Paul i ""''^'Sht .razors, fish hook;
there it is. So unless you can \
second act that the third seemed
traps, eight papers of straight
as an instrument of betterment for Rollins, or as a detriment to
prove valid your critical remarks, ; Thoren and behind the wheel sits pins, and a ball peen hammer.
woefully long by contrast. The
RoUins. It is my desire that the Sandspur be used as an instrument
Grafton
O.
Charles.
forget them.
costumes were the real McCoy, ^
These failed in their appointed
of better public relations with the world outside our campus. One
This is our school. It can only: No doubt you have had other purpose, but my father rose Vv'
bright and harrowing, but the s e t little slur could break down months and even years of progress. We
improve through an extended co- "check-ups" from 1916-1919 peo- the crisis manfully. "With al! hi^
will not get a kind word out of ~
must not allow the Sandspur to be used in this manner.
I was "Tiny" Hanchett of
operative effort on the part of the ple.
me.
But I don't think the audicleverness, he built me a play pen
'19
and
I
am
your
interested
Experience: I
estly say that if I didn't have the necesary , whole RoUins Family.
ence noticed it. They were having
of electrically-charged
barbed
qualifications I would never have entered the race for editorship, live up to our responsibilities to iriend and well
too good a time.
wire, and put it over a trap door
I think too much of the Sandspur and of Rollins to take over a job
WINIFRED H. MacCARDELL in the cabana floor, leaving the
elve
nd to our school.
that I would not be capable of fulfilling. Before coming to Rollins
HANK GOOCH
MRS. F A U L T . FLOOD) I i.ttle one to play. After I had
I held positions on several papers in many different capactities.
" , fallen through a few times and
Among these were: sports writing for the Springfield Daily News
I shaken the house on its founda(two years); feature writer for the weekly publication of the Westtions, so that it sat on a 30 degree
inghouse Corporation of Springfield, Mass. (four years); news and
angle, he was persuaded to desports stories for the Winter Park Herald (summer of 1946); playSt.'
ground news for theOrlando Evening Star (two summers); sports
Gutchy drained a bre
nd coneditor of the Orlando Junior College paper (one year); editor-innucd.
chief of the Orlando Junior College paper (one year); and finally
"Puberty presented some hazbusiness manager of the Orlando Junior College Yearbook. Although
Wandering into the Administra-*ii
:,rds. I developed several com- Pictured above—George Lymburn tion Building the last day of reg-s^
this may sound as if I'vy had quite a bit of experience, I am still
plexes, gathered all sorts of con- ^"^ ^^"^^ ^ c u Mills, standing; istration was really an earth shaklearning new things about the newspaper business. It is only with
flicts, and was a scourge of family ^^® Gibson and Ray Wain, seltin'. ing experience.
an open mind that progress can be made.
I
and teachers alike. It was during •
Frantic
students wandering I
I intend to keep all these promises in mind if I am elected. Rethis period that I learned to dishither
and
yon,
tipping
over
ink
I
gardless of who wins, I'll always be for a greater, more progressive
tinguish between men and wowells, tearing up schedules and in
Sandspur.
men, through a method which, ••
general
raising
heck
with
everyBILL FRANGUS
though socially unacceptable, i s ' A highlight on the calendar of
from the registrar to the fifth
still the surest."
i the Fred Stone Theatre tickled assistant ecretary to the secreIt was after I came to Rollins I the funnybo
enthusiastic tary to thi secretary of the dear
Call "Help" and any one of these sturdy students will jump in
that I began to appreciate educa- audiences last week. The Mullusc, presented a very interesting picand save you. Left to right are: Robert B. Hannum, Sally Lane,
tion. I love my professors dearly, which played from the 22nd ture of registration week at RolJosh Poole, Jack Miller, Joanne " J o " Dunn. Mary "Skook" Bailey.
I trying to construct a suit- through the 25th, displayed to lins College.
devoted to a pictorial;
You will note that one page of th
Bob Heath standing, Emory Hunter; Instructors: Pauline
able relationship between them considerable advantage the com-: The Rollins R-Book has trulj
g for )ffice. This has been \
review of the several candidates
Schwing. Mary Welsh. Mr. Art Heil from the Orlando Red Cross
and
human
beings.
bination of clever writing, by t h e , stated the picture when it saic
any students on the i
done for your convenience. There
Life Saving and Water Safety Department, and Fleet Peeples.
The pile of devastated grog bot- : English author, H. H. Davies; fine | that the registration process is ex
campus that quite often names are i nfused ;ith the wrong faces. ;
These students will complete 18 hours life saving and a 30-hour
ties was growing to monumental i direction, under the capable eye j ceeded only by the French cus
These pictures are being used as a s( t of pictorial ballot to be used I
course In instructing. Others not pictured are: Stanley Rudd,
of Mr. Donald S. Allen, and a cast toms as far as red tape is con
as a guide in next week's elections, Who you vote for is no one's
, proportions and Gutchy
Mary Ella Waite, Barbara Fiedelson and Franz Staugler.
who visibly enjoyed its way i cerned.
business but your own, but you do we it to yourself td cast your
• ting en his haunches,
g a
through three delightfully amusUndoubtedly there must be a
ballot. Too many times a lackadaisacle attitude on the part of the
! merry little ditty.
ing acts.
least nine hundred miles of cata
student body has resulted in the election of inferior candidates.
"That's from my next
In the hands of Lee Gibson, the combs under the Administratioi*
These offices that are to be decided upon are important positions.
he explained. "I got the idea for
It is your duty to give each office careful consideration, then cast
it working in the steel mills when role of the MoUusc-ing Dulcie Building to hold the thousand?
Baxter was performed with ani- upon thousands of students' rec
your ballot for the candidate of your choice.
B. F.
; some crooked rolls to a concrete block broke on my mated, yet convincing lethargy. ords that are filled out during 'h»
The following tale is passed on
head. It's going to be about the
because it deserves classification
future, you know—Buck Rogers A blue ribbon for a most authen- three yearly registration periodsn
deserved by, At the end of a four year stretcl
as the height of something or
and such. The theater is my first tic British accent
NEWS ITEM
sympathetic j these little cards, that in the ma
love. There's nothing I love bet- Ray Wain for h
other ( H E I G H T
pronounced
French suit
characterization of th. long-suf- i jority of cases, bear the sam
ter
than
to
see
the
name
Jim
BeHITE, as per Miss Bennett):
String and strap
I'ublished
Weekly by Undergraduate
Students
of RoUins
e-too-1 identical information.
dortha spread all over a theater fering husband in the
Uppety
snoot
The day after the world's Irish ,
typical (we hope) domestic set-up,
Ah yes, have you ever tried t
marquee."
Entered
d c l a s s m a t t e r , N o v e m b e r 14, 1925, a t t h e post offic
TUI mishap.
had made whoopee over a guy;
Mary Lou Mills played Miss Rob- chase down your adviser on th
W i n t e r P a r k , Florid;
the a c t of M a r c h 3, 1879.
The mighty Bedortha was sink- erts, the oh, en attractive governSubscripUon Price
Ill a n y w h e r e fn t h e United S t a t e s $1.50 a 1
FURTHER DETAILS
named
Patrick
something
or
othlast day of registration. It alway
(12 weekB). $2.50 t o r
ing fast, but he managed to re- ^ ess, with all the charm and grace
French suit
er, one of the better known inseems that he or she, as the cas
F a i r b a n k s Av
main coherent long
(Sandy beach)
mates of Chase Hall came drag^^i,*? required of this discreetly roman- may be, has decided to take oJ
state, "Of course you realize that tic young lady.
String and strap
ging in two meals late and lookI on an extended tour of the Uppe
if I was able to express myself
(One of each)
ing somewhat more than 50%
It is always pleasure to watch j Ganges River in India, or som
fully I would write an autobiog- an actor who
Uppety snoot
depreciated.
completely at | other foresaken place.
Afte
raphy for all this."
(Awfully vain)
ulluN WilliiiinH
home
on the stage as George' many frantic phone calls yo
Kit Kowpti
"What in the hell happened to i
Till mishap
, Stanley Rudd
Pboto^aphy
Lymburn, who, in this play finally locate him and get yoi,
you?" he was asked by a guy with '
A d v e r t i s i n g Mansigt
(Shrinking rain)
NOTICE!
stepped into a light role with aU schedule changed,
Advil
•<l Wuttl*-**
a limping vocabulary.
Artist
The census takers for the
the ease and assurance that will
Undoubtedly registration couJ
Dan Hudgens,
, Chuck D a w s o n
"Been celebratin' " was the
History: Feeling waxed pretty 17th dicenial census will be on
otrfaaerH
be remembered in connection be easy if you had your schedu
Lewis Turley, Ginger B u t l e r
V i r g i n i a Cheney, .
tired, reply, "guess I ovt rdone it." high when during the early days campus during the first and
with his work in The Falcon. As planned for the four years you ai
W r i tei
"But you're not Iri.sh " p r o t e s t - of our Republic John Jay re- second weeks of April. Enu- Tom Kemp, the vigorous reformer: here but after all everybody lov<
Bd G r a n b e r r y , K a y McDonnell, M a r li a rn n e K u h n . M a r i o n Kberaon,
Betsy F l e t c h e
turned from England after nego- merators will personally intered his assailant.
brother of the family, Mr. Lym- j to procrastinate and RoUins sti
Warlel Riddle, Polly Clark
"I know, I kno\^ returned the tiating a treaty that many Ameri- view all students in their dorburn demonstrated a feeling and I dents are some of the best in tf
TyplBt
apostle of dissipati I, holding his cans considered disgraceful and mitory Uving rooms for the
i a n e V i g e a n t . A n n Green
ability for comedy which was an nation.
"but
my
humiliating.
In
the
storm
of
inthrobbing
temph
requested information.
Frank H o r c h , N a n V a n Zile
V a n Ho( ?. C a t h r i n e H o
outstanding feature of the produc- ;
•
J o a n G r a n t , Franci;
Vic:
B r a u n . Sally
grandfather once < ned an Irish dignation Jay was burned in ef- •
It is to be noted that aU in^^on.
j A traveling salesman sent h
E b e r t Hiebei
liley, H a l T e n n i s
Skook
' Setter that I was very fond of. It I figy; and it was reported that on
formation recorded is entirely
A
good
job
was
also
done
in
\
wife
a
check
for
a
million
kiss>
!
was
ior
him."
the
walls
enclosing
a
certai.i
home
C h a r l e s W o o d s , Chu
P a u l Binner. ! otty Witherell
Roland Ho
confidential and wiU be used
C h a r l e s Robin
setting, by Corky Scarborough, | as a birthday present,
! were chalked these words: "Damn for statistical purposes only.
Member
and lighting, by Luisa Clarkson. I "Dear John," she wrote in a
, From the Tower this week we John Jay. Damn everyone who j
Associated Collegiate Press
All students are asked to co- The finished product was one that j knowledgment, "I can't begin
I toss a bouquet of spring's first won't damn John Jay; damn I operate with census officials
Di<itril)utor of
was memorable for a workshop express my appreciation of t l
flowers to Dave Johnson who everyone who won't put lights in
Collegiate Digest
while the information is being producticn, and one of which Rol- check you sent me on my birt
comes out with the observation his windows and sit up all night j solicited.
lins, as well as the Theatre De- j day. I gave it to the milkman th
I that what the Center lunch coun- damning John Jay!"
partment, may be proud.
| morning, and he cashed it!"

Not A Promise-The Simple Truth

The French Had
A Word For It

British Fun-OK

You Owe It To Yourself

THE IVY TOWER-By Ives
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ROLLINS COLLEGE ELECTION CAMPAIGN EXTRA!

GRASS GREENER AT HOME

MARY
SKOOK
BAILEY
—For
Sandspur Editor

By ED GRANBERRY

There are hundreds of opportunities today for the young coUege
graduate in the many growing industries in Florida. Nearly every
possible field or profession imaginable is represented. It is true
that jobs are harder for the college graduate to find now than they
were two or three years ago, but nevertheless there are boundless
opportunities open to those who are interested in making something
of themselves.
At present Florida is the world's largest producer of phosphate.
DEREK
This industry alone offers a great deal to grads interested in chemistry, mining, public relations, business administration, and engineer- DUNN-RANKIN
—For
ing.
Sandspur Editor
Possibly the fastest-growing industry in Florida at present is
the vacuum citrus industry. This industry started as a mere infant
only a few years ago and has rison steadUy. In addition to orange
and grapefruit juice, the industry is experimenting with pineapple
juice, canned under the same high-vacuum conditions. Here may
BILL
be the developing of a new sideUne for citrus growers that could
FRANGUS
well turn into a veritable gold mine.
—For
There are many other positions open to young men and women
Sandspur t.iilo
in the State of Florida. At the last count the number of race-track
bookies had been seriously depleted. This is certainly a thriving
business that offers a world of excitement, and the only real requirement is that you need a green eyeshade. Naturally, the mortality
rate on these jobs is rather high at present, but it promises to go
down as politics goes up.
"SCOTTY"
WITHERELL
Another interesting and lucrative business that seems to thrive
Ad Manager
extremely well in this state is that of politics. Any person who can
Of All
muster enough lung power to blow over the first eight rows at any
Publications
grandstand, owns a black string tie, kisses babies both young and
old, shakes hands like he was pumping water and has an Ipana
smile will surely succeed in this capacity.
Last, but not least, is that world-renowned job of beach-combing
that has been made famous from the South Sea Islands of Kokamcngggga to the shell-strewn beaches of Sunny Florida. The possibilities in a job of this sort are immeasurable: You have no boss;
as cne can see, this has many advantages. One does absolutely
nothing that you don't have to do or don't want to do. This naturally
leads to total and complete physical distintegration, as most people
usually picture a beachcomber as having a bottle under one arm
and a dusky South-Sea-Island maiden under the other.
As any coUege grade can see by now, the business opportunities
in Florida, both real and fancied, are just as good as anywhere else
in the world and certainly not any worse.
Headquarters For

CANDIDATES FOR STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICES
CAKOI.YIV ALFRED

I Oil FItKSlllENT

Candidate for Secretary
of the Student Council

K E 1 \ IIORTOIV
Candidate

"I
seeing

interested

in

student

par-

more

i n student
and

o f student

more

acgovern-

affairs

JEAIVCCRItli:
Candidate for Vice-President
of the Student Council

MAIti^EK \ O l t l t l S
Candidate ior Secretary
of the Studeni Council

Candidate

"51

of the

for

President

Student

''The

Council.

Council

students,

faculty

ministration
chance
in

a

to

ad-

fl o o d

work

planning

college

offers
and

together

and

solving

affairs."

Now is the time for all Rollins students

Bookshop

DALLAS
WILLIAMS
—Co-editor of
Flamingo with
Gordon Clark

AIVIV L E W I S T U R L E Y
Candidate for Secretary
of the Student Council

CORKY HALL
Candidate for Vice-President
of the Student Council

by having them
WASHED

''V

DRYED
IRONED

Radio Sales & Service

DRY - CLEANED

Telephone 3-1011
45 RPM RECORDS A N D CHANGERS

at the

131 Lincoln Avenue
W I N T E R PARK, FLORIDA

Launderette

WINTER-LAND
CLEANERS
Have our Campus
Pick

140 W . Fairbanks
FRAIXCIS IVATOLIS
Candidate for Vice-President
of the Student Council

Representative

Up a n d Deliver

Every

Day

between 4:30 and 6:00.

Exclusive

ONE DAY SERVICE — N O EXTRA CHARGE

Phone 35771

Watei-woy Fashions

1021 ORANGE AVE.

For Florida

Be a beach beauty this

THE
season

BOWLESIUM
at 3 1 0 E. North Hampshir
ORLANDO

in on

original

creation with a f i t for
flattery.

Jantzen

and

Cole of California are

Adjacent to the Coliseum

clever

WELCOME

with

their

de-

CALL 4-3031
for your next
Beauty Treatment with

12 BRUNSWICK DELUXE ALLEYS

Sat., Sun. and Holidays
B O W L I N G SHOE RENTALS

Instructions by;
Jock Kelly - Frank K. Morgan, Proprietors

MAUD TRISMEIV
Candidate for Vice-President
of the Student Council

signs on you.

All Rollins Students
30c Before 6 P.M. - 35c A f t e r 6 P.M.

b{f

to come to the aid of their soiled clothing
-W*^k.

LAIRD

Council

students.^'

LOIS
PAXTON
—Tomokan
Editor

Outlines in A l l Subjects
For Spring Term

RCA-VICTOR—WEBSTER

am

ticipation

infi

President

Student

tivities

The College Outline Series

The Sandspur

tor

o f the

\/l^

Bob M c M a n i g l e

RICHARD K N I G H T

In a custom-made
sharkskin suit from

354 N. Park Ave.

The Toggery

Winter Park

Directly across the campus
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TAR CREW PREPARING TOMAHAWK PARTY FOR VISITING INDIANS
Stage
Baseball Squad Tarpons
Water Show
Hits The Road

Dartmouth To Arrive Thursday;
Lake Maitland Scene of Races

STATE CHAMPS AGAIN?

By NORMA JEAN THAGGARD

Tarpon club opened its
By BILL FRANGUS
of spring show;
Sunday
(March 26) afternoon with an
The Tar baseball squad
barks on its first road trip of the ] aquatic extravangaza staged at
season when it travels to Talla-1 the Mayfair Inn in Sanford, Florhassee to meet the Florida State ida. The eleven shapely performUniversity nine. Two games •
donned their gold suits to
be played in Tallahassee against
this water fantasy set to
the same opponent; one game will
be played on March 31, the other I music were Nancy Neide, Norma
on April 1.
| Jean Thaggard, Irma Schaefer,

The Tars will return home and j Saretta Hill, P a t Roberts, Ann
begin preparations for their game Lewis Turley, Sally Lane, Darwith Clemson on April 6. T h i s ! ,
^ ., . '''
'' , , ' , ,
will be one half of a doubleheader 1™*= Ev.ls.zor, Mary Welsh, Bobby
in which Clemson will also meet i Doeer, and Jo Dunn. Opening the
Bradley.
j show, a quartet composed of
The hitting of Harry (the horse) Neide, Schaefer, Turley, and RobHancock and the twirling of big erts swam a smooth and easy balJohn Gray have been two of the let. This was followed by a beaubrightest factors of this young 'iful routine by Doeer and Dunn,
baseball season. The rest of the : Next, the entire group offered an
squad is fast roundi.ng into shape, exhibition of strokes and ballet
and will soon hit mid-season form, tricks; while Welsh, Neide, and
The infield especially looked Thaggard
demonstrated
some
sharp in reeling off four neat dou- basic springboard dives,
ble plays in the second game
Synchronizing their 20 arms
against Alabama; this is pretty and 20 legs then, the team swam I
fair baseball in any league.
a mass pattern of intricate strokes

1950 INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
(First half)
29

Sigma Nu vs. Delta Chi.

30

Independents vs. Kappa Alpha.

31 Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Sigma Nu.
3

Delta Chi vs. Kappa Alpha.

4

Independents vs. X Club.

5
10

X Club vs. Sigma Nu.
Independents vs

Delta Chi.

12 X Club vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.
13 Kappa Alpha vs! Sigma Nu.
14

iVIslting Crewmen Out To

Rollins Cops Avenge Last Year's Defeat
State Golf Title By ED GRANBERRY

On Saturday afternoon, the
Rolli.is Tars and the Dartmouth
Indian
crews will match oars over
Rcllins played the role of giantkiller in the recent Florida Inter- the mile-long course on Lake
collegiate Golf Tournament held Maitland.
in DeLand, March 22 through
Last Saturday the Tars were
March 25. After the smoke had 1 defeated by a close margin by a
cleared away, the Tar squad had | crack Boston University crew
an aggregate of 593. This was one under the tutelage of Jim Nesstroke better than Miami, the de-; worthy.
fending champion, who had to be | During this week, Dr. U. T.
content with second place. Florida Bradley has been working both
Southern College wound up in his crews over the two-mile
third slot.
course on Lake Maitland in an
For Rollins, this coup of the effort to smooth out the rough
State Tournament was a major ; spots in the Rollins shells. In advictory. Miami had been so sure I dition, the Tar oarsmen have been
of repeating last year's victory, | getting instructional tips from acBack row: Jim Covello, Buddy McBryde, Don Work, Dick Williams, Jo3 Hull, Rusty Williams, Bob
that they did not bri.ig back the • ticn movies taken by Wes Emery
McManigle, Francis Natolis, John "Walter Mitty" Gray, Harry Hancock, Clyde Stevens, B. J. Leathtrophy with them when they left and Hugh Davis from the coachers and Dave Shelley. First how: Buzzy Rodenbaugh, George Widden, Lyle Chambers, Bobby
for DeLand, and this year's, ing launch. These movies have [
Riggs, and Chuck Ayres.
\ matches.
been beneficial in pointing out
:
j Although the entire Rollins i the past mistakes of the crews. and surface formations. The ballet ment will see the squad repre- \ difficult look very, very easy.! squad played steady golf, it was | Dartmouth's first race of the '
closed with an exceptional duet SDnting RolLns and winning an Coach Nancy Neide deserves I Jupe Arnold who turned in the ; seaso.i will be against La Salle in
admirable name for themselves at much credit for producing such a best individual efforts in the ^ Philadelphia on Wednesday. They
by Neide and
For presenti.lg such an excel- Silver Spring;, Cypress Gardens, f:nely functioning unit of swim- ] meet. He was the only member will arrive in Winter Park on i
I
lent exhibition for their guests Rainbow Springs, San Lando mers. The girls themselves say, i of the Tar squad not eliminated, Thursday.
and visiting I> V Jersey Giant Springs and the Orange Court "It's fun 'cept when the water's j from the championship flight in | Under the canny coaching of
Orlando. In May an ex- ccld!" Although there are 25 girls the first rou.id. He advanced to ; Jim Smith, the Dartmouth eights
baseball team, ne manageme-it' Hotel
feted the girls
th a dinner and citing water show will be given in Tarpon club, only 6 wear Tar-! the quarter-finals before losing a have always given the Tars a
.ndividual gift: Future engage- by Tarpon. One half will be pon keys, yifteen compose the j heart-breaking match to Tommy , rough race, and this time are out
formation and feature work m the Tarpon team To earn the privi- Sullivan of the University of Mi- ' to revenge last year's defeat; how= fternoon, and the second half lege ot weaimg the Tarpon the ami
, ever. Brad's men have other ideas II
torch swimming and fue diving l e q u n e m c n t s are 1) swimming
and are sharpening their tomam the evening The club invites ability, 2) spirit, class attendance.
F u s t Mother: "How did that hawks in anticipation of a scalpall stude its to attend every show. End ccntubutions to the team, 3) ' naughty little boy of yours get ing party.
The Taipon club is a girl's election to the performing squad huit^"
gioLp of specialized swimmers and, 4) paiticipation in four major
Second Mother: "That good litWomen are just a rag, a bone, a
who through hard wcrk have water shows Taipon will choose i tie boy of yours hit him in the hank of hair—but, what's wrong D
learned the nack of making the new "key" members this spring. I head with a rock."
with the junk business?
By BILL FRANGUS

Independents vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.

17 Kappa Alpha vs. X Club.
18 Delta Chi vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.
19

Sigma Nu vs. Independents.

20

Delta Chi vs. X Club.

24

Kappa Alpha vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.

Tarpon Mermaids executing
intricate pattern during recent exhibition.

STUDENTS
Bonnie

Improve Your Golf Game
at the

j^ean

ORLANDO

GOLF DRIVING RANGE

Major dill Reyno/ds, Oregon '40
Pilot-Professor, USAirForeef

Here's How to Get There

and up

Bill was an all-round athlete. He chose
jfootball as his favorite sport, made the
varsity teams at Pomona Junior College
and also at the University of Oregon.

A Theta Chi, Bill enjoyed ca-npus social
life. Found that it eased the pressure of
rugged athletics and his heavy study
schedule in Personnel Management.

Upon graduation, Bill chose a future !n
the Air Force. He "flew" his first Link
trainer as an Aviation Cadet in 1940. By
March, 1941, he had won his pilot wings.

Alice QaA^iin

The 1st Observation Squadron, Fort
Riley, Kansas was Lieutenant Reynolds'
first assignment. While there he met the
future Mrs. Reynolds. They married a
year later and now have two fine sons.

The Squadron moved to Panama, then
to the Pacific. Bill advanced from pilot
to operations officer to squadron commander. He came home a Major and
qualified for a Regular Commission.

Recently commended for peacetime work
—organizing and improving instruction
techniques—Major Reynolds, a "PUotProfessor", looks forward to a long and
gainful career in the U. S. Air Force.

Orlando Golf
Driving Range

.31

Nebraska Ave.

4 Buckets of Balls

$1.00

1 Bucket of Balls

.35
Unwanted Hair

^ Bring This Ad Along and get a FREE ^
\ BUCKET OF BALLS with your first i
\ purchase.
OPEN 1 'TILL 10 P.M.
Formerly Air Base Driving Range

<

permanently removed
$5.00

per

treat-ment

354 Park Ave. N.
Phone 4-3031
Orlando 3-6566

If you are single, between the ages of 2 0 and 26'/2,
with at least two years of college, consider the many
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator In the
U. S, Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many
colleges and universities to explain these career
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
details at your nearest Air Force Base or U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or b y writing to
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Att: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 2 5 , D. C.

U.

S«

A/R

FORCE

O N L Y T H E BEST G A N BE A V I A T I O N C A D E T S !
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COEDS IN SPORTS
By Kay McDonnell

and

Mario

Kuhn

Giant-Killer
State Champs
Tar
Copeland Uses Drippings Tar Golf Squad
Rough Racquet

The Tarlets have certainly compiled an outstanding record this
year on the basketball court with a record of thirteen consecutive
nctories against no defeats. With but two remaining games laft
to be played the girts are pointing towards an undefeated season.
In the last two outings Rollins defeated Pat's Plasterers by a
score of 47-32 and administered a whipping to the American Fire
jnd Casualty team to the tune of 40-19.
A new ruling added to the volleyball regulations this year states I
By PAUL BINNER
tiiat any side batting the ball into the live tension wires about the I " . . . and anyone I can't whip
court will be ruled out. You'll have to learn to control that ball! j 0-1 the tennis court I invite down
Last, but not least, here are the final intramural golf results: a dark alley after the match, and
Betty Rowland took top honors in the championship flight, while if they're too big for that I take
Lydia Wallace took the first flight and Phyllis Bretell downed Mari- them down to Robbie's and drink
anne Kuhn to capture the second flight.
them under the table, and if . . .'
The preceding statement is just
a snatch of what I have on my
little wire-recorder after this afternoon's interview with Eddie
Travel a n y w h e r e —
Copeland's little brother Norman.
111 E. Welborune Ave.
Norman o p e r a t e s (cruising
alone, in a group
W i n t e r Pork
range when fully tanked, 150
vnile^;) out of Daytona Beach,
$4.00 a week

RENT A BIKE!

Une C^ri J^ee

for sheer sleeping comfort

1.50 a day
.25 an hour

Tommy Short Cuts

Reserve a bike for the

$3.95

weekend
DO IT N O W !
THE W O O D SHOP
258 Park Ave.

»&JI„

tlie
leatuteilB

3-3301

m

GIFT ^

Phone 4-1343

'SHOP

THE SMALL STORE W I T H THE BIG SELECTION

•it tofflj

Easter Cards
Easter Remembrances
Easter Gift Wrappings
208 S. Park Ave.

Winter Park

"Flowers For A l l Occasions"

Qreen

Qaraen^

Corsages for $1.00 up
. . . Gateway Corners . . .
Phone Orders

Winter Pork 3-7481

LOHR-LEA SHOP

Shorts w i t h the hug-me-tight waistband and
turn-up cuffs . . . T-Shirts. featuring the new,
f l a t t e r i n g plunge neckline.

SANDSPUR

By BILL FRANGUS
Enough post mortems have
been written about football at
Rollins, so this column will be
devoted mainly to baseball and
golf.
The little-publicized Tar golf
squad scored a major victory last
week. They returned from DeLand with the Florida Intercollegiate Championship. Another
state championship for the Rollins
campus! Members of this fine
Rollins squad include Jupe Arnold, Clyde Kelly, Billy Keyes,
Jimmy Brass and Larry Bently.

At first glance the Tars' three
won and three lost record in baseball doesn't seem too impressive,
CRAZY-LEGS IN ACTION
: but when the figures are broken
down a different light is thrown
on the subject. Two of the Tars'
three victories have been scored
at the expense of Alabama, perrenial power of ne Southeastern
Conference. In fact the Tide has
a record of seven Southeastern
titles in the past ten years. The
Tars managed to break even with
a good University of North Carolina team and dropped a heartbreaking one-run decision to a
strong Ncrth Carolina State team.
Opening their season against
such strong opposition is certainly
one way of compiling a winning
record the hard way. Rolling has
scheduled some of the best collegiate competition available and
are more than holding their own
against them—which only points
to one meaning in this corner—
the Tars may be well on their way
to another state championship.
One of the most gratifying factors of the young baseball season
has been the splendid support accorded the team. The grandstand
and bleachers have been wellNORMAN COPELAND
filled in addition to several cars
, Florida. About the time Norman lined against the right field line
I had reached to tender age of 13, packed with student-spectators.
I brother Eddie, already a pro and
The Rollins lassies wrapped up
j sorely in need of pupils, shoved a
the city basketball title without
I tennis racquet in his hands and
necessitating a play-off. Having
I at special reduced rates proceeded
copped first-half honors, the Tar- ;
, to instruct him in the manly art
lets repeated in the second-half
'• oi striking a defenseless tennis
thereby sewing up the league'
I ball with a rather nasty looking
bunting. Now that it is definitely
I club. After a short period of inestablished that the State Girls'
.':tructions brother ed went off,
Basketball Tournament will be
I amid the blare of trumpets, to
held in Orlando, I hope this fine
' more lucrative fields of instructeam gets a chance to show their ''
'• ticn. O.ie year later Ed came home
wares in state competition. They
I -n triumph and Norman was
certainly have the material and
j chosen to be the sacrificial lamb
ability to cop the state title.
in a little exhibition match for the
The Tar netters won their twenI home town crowd. Eddie tripped
. out onto the court fashionably at- ty-seventh straight intercollegiate
tennis
match at the expense of
I tired in a "Bill Bill Tilden" tennis
' sweater, a pair of eggshell flan- Davidson. Records are not availnels, and his Fred Perry sneakers; able, but this seems to be
while Norman shuffled on to court sort of a record-breaking achievein a bathing suit, no shoes, and ment in intercollegiate tennis
an old shirt (not styled by the circles.
Toggery). Of course, as you might
have guessed from the buildup,
Norman won the match. Ed had to
give up the game for two months
to recuperate.

By SCOTTY WITTHERELL
Under the supervision of play- j
er-coach Clyde Kelly the Rollins,
linksmen will play teams from j
such "big" schools as the Univer-1
sity of Miami, Duke, and Wake '
Forest.
Already Rollins has i
played two matches, losing a close |
101/2 to 71/^ match to Miami o n '
March 4 and sv.?amping Southern •
17 to 1 last Saturday.
i

The Rollins team, when it attains full strength, will be a
worthy opponent for any college
in the South. Here's how it stacks
up:
Clyde Kelly, from Sarasota,
Florida, is a Junior at Rollins. He
was city champion of him homo
town for two years and was runner-up in last year's Dubsdread
championship.
Jupe Arnold, from Groveland,
Florida, has been playing on the
Tar team for two years and is its
current number two man.
Billy Keyes, from Columbus,
Georgia, attended Washington
and Lee University last year and
was number one man on its team.
He is well-known in southern golf
circles.
Jimmy Brass, from Orlando,
Florida. Jim is a Freshman at
Rollins and was the Florida State
high school golf champion in 1949.
Lairy Bently. from Plymouth,
Michigan, was Junior state golf
champion of Michigan for the past
two years.
As Rollins plans to use only a
4-man team this year compared to
last year's 6-man team, competition will be much keener for
starting berths, and it should result in a vastly improved squad.
Highlights of this
spring's
schedule are the Florida State intercollegiate golf championships
to be held at Stetson this week,
and the Southern intercollegiate
matches to be held in Athens,
Georgia, around the middle of
April.
Come out and give your golf team
the support it deserves. Home
matches are played on the Dubsdread course and usually start at
1:30 in the afternoon.

InterFratemity
S|iort»«

Lively Skirmish For Softball
Honors Anticipated As Campus
Fraternities Gird For Action
With the intramural race for the Claris Trophy still far from
being decided, one of the most popular spectator sports is now under
way. This sport is softball or diamondball, as it is called by some.
Call in what you like, the games at Sandspur Bowl are chock full
of thrills and chills.
Last year the championship was won by the Lambda Chis, orphan
team of tha league. Picked by many to finish far behind, the
Lambda Chis played hsads-up ball to snare the pennant. This year's
Lambda Chi team remains virtually the same. The only loss to the
squad has been Dick Darty but his absence may not be felt if rer
placement Bill Muncey rounds into form. The pennant winners are
probably the heaviest-hitting team in the league and could repeat.
The X Club finished second last year and were the only team
to best the champions. Their losses have been heavy through graduation with four of last year's flrststringcrs not around this year.
ThEy still have their capable right-handed chucker, Joltin' Joe Swicegood, in the fold. With such hitters as Jim Bryscn, Art Swacker
and Jim Imand they will stir up a lot of trouble for opposing
moundsmen.
The Sigm.a Nus could well prove to be the sleeper team of the
league. Their chances rest in the hands of Little Oscar Cashwell
whose chucking can be as sparkling as a bowl of left-over gravy
one day and sensational the next. It Ken Flowers stays in the lineup
regularly the boys from Rollins Hall will stay in the flght to the end.
The KA's are undergoing a heavy rebuilding program with losses
from graduation a big factor. Needed to make them a threat are
one good pitcher and at least three hitters to brighten up their
attack, which is anemic.
The Independents remain an unknown quantity at this writing.
In two practice games they have been beaten by the Sigma Nus.
This could be an indication of the Sigma Nus strength as well as
the Independents' weakness.
The Delta Chis' youth movement moves now into the Softball
wars. They are another outfit looking for a capable twirler and
some hitting strength. One will not suffice, however. They need
both.
The Alpha Phi Lambdas are just taking up this game of diamondball and their prospects are not rosy at this writing. Time will tell.
The winner of softball will stand a good chance of grabbing the
Clerk trophy. Needless to say the games will be played with incentive—a polite word for fight. And when games are played with
fight . . . anything could happen . . . Sandspur Bowl every afternoon
at four-thirty.

College Pitching
Terrlfic-Cliambers

While in high school he didn't
Icse a single interscholastic match
By CHARLES WOODS
and he also did all right in his
"Baseball, that's my game," said
extra curricular endeavors too, in
Lyle Chambers, woh took to the
that he won the East Coast and
sport in the first grade of gramiState Jr. Davis Cup Championmer school as a duck takes to
ships. Shortly after graduating
water. In the 8th, 9th and 10th
from high school he joined the
grades, Lyle played left field on
Marines and remained associated
the Winter Park High School varwith them for 3 years; taking a
sity. However, Lyle, wanting
20 months scenic tour of various
more action, moved to second base
picturesque tropical isles nestled
during his l l t h and 12th years of
invitingly in the warm waters of
high school baseball. During his
the Pacific Ocean, under their
high school career, LyL
auspices.
a heavy hitter, hitting 400, which
After disengaging himself from helped the Parkers upset Orlando
the Marines in 1945 he entered High School in a thrilling
Rollins in January of 1946 and has for the district Championship.
been a semi-permanent fixture on When Lyle graduated, he was the
the tennis courts since. Since be- only member of the Winter Park
ing here, he haa played every High School to receive five varplace on the team from number sity baseball letters.
two to six, has record of only one j
loss in intercollegiate singles play ' When Chambers came to Rolthat much more impressive.
I lins, he continued playing second
So that I don't give the impres- i base like a master. "The hitting
sion that Norm spends all his time I is much harder, though," complaying tennis I might just men- • mented Lyle. "The pitcher's playtion briefly that he also boxes a , ing college ball are just terrific. I
feel lucky if I get a hit a game,"
bit, he holds the Camp Lejune ]
he continued. College pitching
novice light-weight title; he |
must be hard to hit because Lyle
played three years of baseball in '
hit a 308 clip in the Florida Coast
high school, and he also plays I League against such pitchers as
intramural football and softball. j Charles Ayers. Letchworth of AuIn his spare time he does a little burn, and Newton who shared the
hunting and fishing too.
j hurling honors with Wallace
"By the way, Norm, why did: Jones at Kentucky. Just for a
come to Rollins?"
laugh, Lyle edged out his coach,
"Well, let me think."
! Joe Justice, for the second base
"Was it because you heard it, job.
was a tennis-minded school?"
\
"No, I really don't think tennis
your brother Ed was here."
is that important."
"No, I guess I came to Rollins
"Was it because it's here in
because of the exceedingly fine
Florida?"
opportunities
for
"No, I didn't give that much educational
young men of character and abilthought either."
ity
who
wish
to
pursue
serious
"Was it because of all the beauacademic objectives under some
tiful co-eds?"
"No, I'm the shy type and I'm of the most enlightened minds in
the country."
net much interested in women."
"Oh."
"Well, maybe you came because •

A Gift for Eoster
and GraduaHon

Actually a
Thres-ln-One Radiol
1 . It's a Powerful But Compact Radio!

2 . It's a Precision-Built Electric Alarm Clock!
3 . It's An Electric Servant That Turns Appliances O N and OFF Automatically!

EASY TERMS
FLORIDA'S LARGEST RADIO AND APPLIANCE STORES

143 N. Orange

Orlando

Phone 5300
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April Showers Saturday Promises No Joke
Gamma Phi's
Semi-Formal

Wi ROmO PHOTOORAPHBR
All Rollins students have voiced
their opinions on the football team
bemg disbanded. To get
of the general response to Dr.
Wagner's address to the student
boy, your reporter asked, "What
do you thmk of the decision to
drop football?"

F r e d d Cooper: "]
a m sorry t h a t the

school h a d to cut
WITH BETSY FLETCHER
out football, but
ON YOUR TOES! Cloverleaf courts—can this be lov(
in v i e w of t h e fiwomen's unanimous opinion is Kappa Alpha Barto Robb:
slept
The Dubsdread Country Club
"extra boys here are like a shot, through the dance—N. C.
of plasma to anemic Rollins social ; rumored around that Bob Mc. will be just "dripping" with fun
strictly for i ^^^^ Saturday night when the
life" . . . OJis left for Miami, so ; Court came to Roll
Gloria Gilbert receives title of' an education . . . Dan Daugherty ' Gamma Phi's hold their "April
most eligible woman of the week makes lots of friends dishing out Showers Dance" to t h e tune of
Ingram Willox's band. Betty Mac
. . . Bird-dog seen pointing Lake- sandwiches . . .
side . . .
COMMENTS OF THE WEEK— Reid and her dance committee
have planned one special brainWHAT'S THIS? Shep—dating Bill Muncey—B period Saturday
storm (not to mention all the
Whily of Boston all weekend . . . ' T h i s education can't be here to
others); just wait till you see it!
It was old home week for Carolyn | stay" . . . The phone rang in the
The patio will be sprinkled with
Hughs with all the Alabama boys Sigma Nu house. Dan Pinger flowers, umbrellas, raindrops (not
here . . . Dick Baldwin must have ; went in to answer it then came real ones we hope), and girls in
had a fine time at the Rendezvous ! out and called "Dan Pinger"—Do their springiest formals—cheer
—which do you like better—the you answer yourself yet, Dan? . . . up, boys, its semi-formal! Thanks
mother or daughter? . . . X Club Lambda
Chi's
congratulatiing go to Harry Hancock for all his,
reports Lyle Chambers is lovely, Jcsh Poole on finally making it . . . brilliant suggestions and hard,
he uses
KAPPA
ALPHA — T H E T A work, too. We'll see you there
Pictured above enjoying the Theta-KA dance: Bobbie Davis,
Ruth Pale and Cal Dixon seen on COUPLES—At the Kappa Alpha- abcut 9 p.m., and plan on having
Joan Joerns. Rocky Flanders, Joel HulL Jimmy O'Neil, Ed Tay.. boost, football
Theta Ros Ball we saw^ Marie a wonderful time—no April Fool
lor, Bob McManigle, and two visitors.
back in t h e future—he's h o p i n g
\; T i m Lofton: "In my
Elizabeth White and Macy Bren- about it!
1 B e t t y Abblotl S m i t h : " I f e e l t h a t t h e
opmion
football
It
was
gay.
It
was
fun.
It
was
m a small college
ner, Dodie Manning and Warren
the Kappa Alpha Theta-Kappa
IS a liability, for
Reider, Jean Currie and F r a n k ,
YOU CAN'T W I N
there
is
little ]\
Alpha
Rose
Ball,
of
course.
AlScolt, Kit Bowen and John Whit- i
though there was much activity
FOR LOSING
mire. Dawn Peters and Jerry Wai-1 PI P H I SCHOOL
during the weekend of March 25, Blandy and Bud, Bobbie David
At its 1910 convention, Pi Beta
ker, Joan Joerns and Boston'
and her Mike, Marty and Bob,
Buck Dadley, Jane Chapman and Phi voted to establish some form Why does it have to be like this? there were many couples who Mickey and Art, Dave and Mary,
stood up under the strain and
Stetson's Wade Gardner, Al Fore- of educational project
Why does a boy always have to were able to make it out to Dubs- Hobo and Wit, Ginny and Dan,
morial
to
its
founders.
After
conhand and Helen DeTroy, Mae
dread Saturday night for the Ken and Betsy, Bill and Martha,
Wallace, P a t Posten, Betty David- sultation with the United States
No matter the facedance, which was held outside in Rocky and Ed Taylor, Ginny and
son, Cirol Pcsten, and Ann Greene Commissioner of Education and
the
patio ofthe club where couples Charlie, Dave and Jeener, just to
authorities,
Gatlinburg,
name;
—all having a riotous time with other
danced to the strains of Ed Cush- mention a few.
Delta Chi dates, Ellie Smith and Sevier County, Tennessee was Alone with a girl they're always
After the ham-buns were served
ing's musical five. As for the
chosen
as
an
ideal
site
for
a
Setthe
same.
Joe Popeck, Daryl Stamm and
decorations, they were kept sim- about 11, the time really flew
Reed Tall, Cathy Sorey and Joe tlement School. In 1912 thirteen When driving along a road that's
ple and consisted of: a diamond- with 12:30 coming entirely too
pupils
of
all
ages
assembled
in
a
dark
Peoples, Cathryn Hosea and Norshaped arrangement of red and soon. It was one terrific dance,
man Mnishi, Phyllis Dalrymple single room under the guidance of His strongest impulsi
to pak.
white roses over the main door and t h e dance committee should
and Jim Differ, Nancy Reilly and one teacher for the regular three
-X''
likes the lipstick taste, into the club with a Kappa Alpha- be congratulated for a job well
Only a life lived for others is a
'
Warren Windom, Nancy Neide months' school term required by _ ^maybe
he has seme time to Theta written in the white roses, done—especially Hobo and G. W. life worth while.—Albert Eina.id George Johnson, Bob Peck the county.
p-ch
waste.
a fan trelice of greens and red I Mooney
stein.
Linda Schultz, Margaret Smith
From this humble beginning the
But times like this are warm and roses on each side of this central
and Bill Bazely.
school has expanded through the
door, and thin yellow roses
free
of
Pi
WEEKENDS — Janie Frazer sustaining interest of
Beta
sprinkled on the bushes and trees
Halfway between Sanford
spent weekend at Cypress Gar- Phi's everywhere. In 1937 the When a boy is on a necking spree. in the center of the patio. The
and Orlando off Route 17dens . . . at X Club Pelican week- first Seniors received their diplo- After the wrestling match 13 done tables and umbrellas were placed
92,
1 mile west of Sanfordend were Don Corrigan and Bob- mas without leaving the com- you wonder who has really won. around the edge of the dance
Orlando Kennel Club.
bie Doerr, Bobby Riggs and Jolie munity.
This year 385 grade Your lipstick's gone or smeared floor, which all gave a beautiful
Wheeler,
Punchy
and Dale, pupils and 120 high school stua lot
rose garden effect. Everyone ',vas
SHEPARD'S
George Whidden and Jeanie Wise- dents were enrolled,
And a swell hair-do is all shot.
radiant and had a wonderful time,
logsl, Jupe and Ginger, Billy Key
Today these are Pi Beta Phi's But in the light he must look but probably the happiest couple
and D. B. . . . Dick Preu, Dick contributions to the educational
there was the Theta's newlyqueer
HOME OF THE "ROLLINS ROOM"
EUiol, Ralph Seidel, Ralph Pernice program: provisions of all costs of
with lipstick smeared from ear to pinned Marcia with her homewent to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, for instruction for full-time physical'
Luncheon $1.25
SMORGASBOARD
Dinner $1.50
town man, Dick Shannon, who's
the Delta Chi conference. They education, music, and arts and
Serving
Daily
from NOON Until 9 p. m. Menus from
down
for
a
week
or
so.
Others
,lly like to meet a boy
returned with a nice gift for Jack crafts departments; assistance
$1.50 gladly submitted for Parties and Banquets.
Sayers—a little red "beanie" with the selection of thi county-paid Whose company I could enjoy.
an "A" on the front!
teaching staff; aid in the purchase A boy I could admire and respect
"The Etiquette of
UMMMM? Chi O's say Betly of needed supplies; supplemental Simply because he wouldn't ni ck.
the Engagement
Garrelt and Nan Van Zile are on salary for the principal of the high
II
top of the world these days—re- school to insure better trained
and Wedding"
spectfuUy, it's a Naval officer and supervision; health supervision loi Our answer baby is simply th
Sid . . . Kappas resolved: all all students through the facilities It's you who makes us wan
kiss!
uld l i k e t o give y o u
fraternities should have attrac- of the Health Center; and dorniiOkie
•ith
i handy
tive, young, bachelor field secre- tory housing for eight high school You spend an hour on a hair
s. W e feel t h a t it
npli
t a r i e s ^ h e ' s Jim Gallagher, a Del- girls and an equal number of boys. To win a date you fret and s
many of your questa Chi student of Union CoUege,
The psysical education instruc- You turn your very
the accepted cusgian
New York . . . Merle Hodges had tor places special emphasis on
o n v e n t i o n s of t h e
pose nd flirt and look
her Georgia Tech m a n here for a health
sports, particularly
a n d w e d d i n g . I t is
sweet
week and is flying back to At- basketball and the past half year
mplete and informDiy
ice
would
lanta for the ATO house party . . . has also assumed the duties of
vill a l s o find illuson the heat
VACATIONING: Claudine Pel- principal. Arts and crafts, with
: of
lips and po.
half-time
^^^^^
luscious
erson had a "wonderful" time in one full-time and
Keepsake Diamond Rings and
nails
Nassau . . . Ken Fenderson return- instructor for weaving, woodJANE WYATT
Ycu trap
poor preten
ed
from
St.
Pete
with
one
comworking,
and
other
crafts
is
helpC o m e in t o d a y for y o u r free
males.
ment '"Beer tastes the same all ing to keep alive mountain crafts,
Famous Barnard Alumna say$:
c o p y of t h i s b o o k l e t , a n d a s k
over the world." . . . Bud High, the heritage of the Southern Ap- And so we face it—and like it
for i n f o r m a t i c n a b o u t t h e beauJust what do you expect us tc
"Chesterfields always give me a lift.
Sis Chule, Ronnie Frymire, Mari pslachians,
tiful n e w " B r i d e ' s K e e p s a k e
If a boy wouldn't kiss and ne
T h e y ' r e wonderfully mild and they taste
lyn Naas, Don Malchett, and
Book. "
Lucy Bright had a fine time in Berkman from St. Pe!e, Dawn You'd say, "O! What the hec„.
so good. T h e y ' r e my favorite cigarette."
J. Calvin M a y
Miami—went to the Red Barn Peters from Baltimore, Henri That's mother's little lambie pie;
and the Ball and Chain to take in Nemeroff from Hollywood, Flor- You can't have fun with such a
352 Park Ave.
guy!"
some skin shows . . .
ida, and Nancy Downey from MilWINTER PARK
So g a b , don't try to fool us guys
ROLLINS WELCOMES Irene waukee, and Mike Dix.
•ciku
To make us stop—turn off those
ALUMUS Mary Lou Rothereyes!
mel will mako tire Alpha Phi's
The boys you get to neck with
and Jerry Murphy happy with her
you
visit next week . . .
Do it because you want them to!
PLEDGING—Pi Phi proudly
announces the pledging of Elsie
Are you too busy lo write
Shaw and Mary Jane Mallory . . .
letters home?
Sigma Nu, Franz Stauger.
The Sandspur has compl UINITIATED—Chuck Ayres, Don
Daytime, Sports and Evening Clothes
Geddes, H. B. Roberts, Bcb Hard- stories on everything YOU aie
ing, Charles Spelsberg. Jim Wes- doing, so get a subscription hjr
SUITS
and
COATS
ley. Bill Fricke, Cal Dixon, Joe your parents, relatives and
ALL SALES F I N A L
Williams, Clason Kyle, and Lee friends and you won't have to
worry about writing home and
Robbins.
Postal BIdg
San Juan Hotel BIdg.
Winter Park, Fla.
STEADY—Jo Gunther, Gamma telling them what is going o.r
Orlando, Fla.
Phi and Buddy High, Sigma Nu. at Rollins. Every week the
PINNED—Joan Patten, Alpha Sandspur will be mailed to any
Phi and Larry Bently, Sigma Nu; address you submit from
Lib Latimore, Chi Omega and till the end of the spring term.
Damon Lyons, Delta Chi: Marcia Subscription fee only $1.00 for
Mulholland, Kappa Alpha Theta the remainder cf the year.
Please send a SANDSPUR,
a.id Dick Shannon, Phi Delta
Theta from Miami University, weekly to;
NAME
Oxford, Ohio.
MARRIED — Maitlann Thoms ADDRESS
CITY
_____
and Milford Talton.
NEW OFFICERS—Alpha Phi STATE
Mail
this
to
the
Circulation
Lambda — Fred Rogers, president: Bob Neuhaus, vice-presi- Department of the Sandspur,
dent; Jim Krisher, secretary; or put it in the Sandspur Box,
Charlie Robinson, treasurer; Sam and this issue will be mailed
Gregory, social chairman; Norby immediately. Any other inforFor Fashion . . . this flattering Claire
Mentz, Student Council represen- mation can be obtained from
McCardell silhouette will be the accent to
tativi'—Al Forehand, alternate— Pat Roberts, Hester Davis or
X
Club . , . Jim Kelly, presi- Skook Bailey.
enhance that Spring - Summer costume
dent; Buddy Tate, vice-presi. . . $8.95
de.it; Jim Imand, secretary; Max
Grulke, treasurer; Buddy Tate, Nicki Gould, recording secretaiy;
Student Council representative— Chesta Hosmer,
correspondmg
Joe Swicegood, alternate; Scotty secretary; Shirley Christensen,
Witherell, intramural represcnta- Stud-nl Council representative,
t;vc. Independent Women Offi- Barbara
Feidelson,
alternate,
cers—Ann Lewis Turley, presi- Pat Burgoon, Student Council
fROCTOR CENTRE WINTER PARK
(lent; Edith Schultz, vice-presi- representative; Beisy Williams,
dent; Jo Ann Raulerson, treasurer;, alternate.
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